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At Triton, we’re proud to be known as ‘The UK’s Shower 
company’. Having produced expertly engineered, innovative 
shower designs for the British public since 1975, we’ve been  
an important part of your first thing routine for over 40 years.

We want that morning routine to be a great experience,  
which is why every Triton shower is expertly designed  
and rigorously tested.  
 

1. Full Parts & Labour 
Guaranteed  
All our models are individually 
tested. Every shower is backed  
by a full Triton parts & labour 
guarantee against mechanical  
or electrical defects.

2. Trusted Triton Service  
Once you’ve bought a Triton 
product, it doesn’t stop there.  
Our service team of fully trained 
telephone advisors and engineers 
provide you with help and support 
throughout its lifetime, to keep 
your shower running when you 
need it. 

3. Designed & Built in Britain  
We have been at the heart of the 
nation’s bathrooms for more than  
40 years. Today, our name stands 
for the best of British design, 
engineering and service. We are 
proud to be the UK’s leading 
shower brand, trusted by the trade 
and homeowners alike.

Design, function and reliability

Reasons to choose Triton

Connect with Triton Showers at tritonshowers.co.uk or on 

That way, we’ve done absolutely everything we can to provide  
a reliable, enjoyable product that works perfectly every time.  
All of our showers are guaranteed against mechanical and 
electrical defects from the day they’re fitted, with extra cover 
available for up to five years too.

Finally: style. We Brits are a fashionable bunch, which is why  
we take care in producing stylish, eye-pleasing showers for 
every price range. No matter what your budget, your shower  
will be a looker! 

4. Easy to Install 
All Triton models are expertly 
engineered and rigorously tested 
to ensure the highest levels of 
quality and performance. Our 
showers are also designed with 
ease of installation in mind for 
quick, hassle-free fitting.

5. Next Day Delivery  
Exceptional customer service, 
providing next day delivery.

6. Fit and forget 
The Nation's leading brand will  
back you up so you can simply fit 
and forget.

A bit about Triton...

In this brochure, we are proud to introduce to you our new range of HOST digital mixer showers. All designed to  
be part of your first thing.
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See you first  
thing Britain
Whats your first thing?
In Britain, a shower is like a cup of tea – everyone takes it differently. You’ve got the singers who love to linger, the go-getters 
who are out before they’ve got much wetter, the exotic lot who like it hot and many, many more.

The question is – which shower type are you...?

This lot are in the shower for ages, 
but they don’t seem to accomplish 
much. That’s because they’re too 
busy reflecting on the more 
important questions in life, like ‘why 
are we here?’ and ‘do I look good in 
shorts?’ Ok, so maybe their hair isn’t 
always washed, but their minds are 
well and truly cleansed. If you’re a 
philosopher, you’re going to want to 
spend more time thinking and less 
time worrying – which is why our 
comprehensive 5 year guarantee on 
HOST is perfect. And with expert 
engineers on standby should you 
need them, you can worry about 
more important things.

Maybe you’re a Diva. You know the 
type; the type who likes to sing in the 
shower. Where most people see a 
shampoo bottle, the Diva sees a 
microphone, or a tambourine, or 
maybe even a Grammy Award.  
If you’re a Diva, you’re all about a great 
performance, which is exactly what 
you get with a Triton HOST shower.  
It will hit the right notes every  
morning – even if you don’t!

The first-thing 
philosopher

The daybreak  
diva

Escapists are busy people. Maybe 
they’re a mum of four or a workaholic 
or both! Whatever they do, they look  
to their shower for a little moment  
of calm.  
A few minutes to spend on themselves, 
and themselves alone. We think they 
deserve that – don’t you? If you’re an 
Escapist, our HOST showers are exactly 
what you need. They’re easy to install, 
use and maintain, and bound to keep 
those stress-levels down!

The early-morning 
escapist

However you like your shower, our new HOST has been designed to give you the power at your fingertips to 
create your perfect shower. Hot, cold, refreshing or relaxing, the choice is yours. 
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Ideal for injecting a little high-tech into your first thing, digital showers 
blend first rate performance with cutting edge design.

A digital shower should be the first thing on the shopping list for  
tech savvy shower users. Stylish, contemporary and highly personal.  
A wide range of mix-and-match accessories is also available to create 
the look you desire. 

There’s a digital option for every type of home hot water system 
including those with a combi boiler. Plus you can choose a single or 
dual outlet which includes a diverter to overhead shower or handset  
or both

“I’m an interior designer helping to make homes more than gorgeous! 
I’ve created the spectacular bathrooms in this brochure showcasing 
the HOST digital shower to give you plenty of  inspiration!”

Sian Astley - moregeous.com

makeitmoregeous@Moregeous 

3 Beautiful  
finishes to  
suit any  
bathroom
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To achieve this look you’ll need:
• HOST Black digital shower controller

• HOST multi outlet mixer box  
(eg in roof space or cupboard)

• HOST remote start stop

• Square Edge thin shower head 300mm

• Square Edge ceiling arm 200mm

• 1.5m chrome hose

• Square Edge integrated wall outlet & holder

• Square Edge hand set 

To shop the complete look including decor  
and accessories, visit tritonshowers.co.uk/digital 

To achieve this look you’ll need:
• HOST Black digital shower controller

• HOST multi outlet mixer box  
(eg in roof space or cupboard)

• HOST remote start stop

• Square Edge thin shower head 300mm

• Square Edge ceiling arm 200mm

• 1.5m chrome hose

• Square Edge integrated wall outlet & holder

• Square Edge hand set 

To shop the complete look including decor  
and accessories, visit tritonshowers.co.uk/digital 
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Our Urban Steel bathroom features a  
deep grey colour on the walls softened  

with natural white textured  
brick look porcelain tiles 

- Interior Designer Sian Astley moregeous

“
”
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To achieve this look you’ll need:
• HOST Cloud Grey digital shower controller

• HOST multi outlet mixer box  
(eg in roof space or cupboard)

• HOST remote start stop

• Circular thin shower head 300mm

• Circular ceiling arm 200mm

• 1.5m chrome hose

• Circular integrated wall outlet & holder

• Circular hand set 

To shop the complete look including decor  
and accessories, visit tritonshowers.co.uk/digital

Organic and natural in feel, 
we’ve called this Wickertastic. 
Fabulous marbleised 
wallpaper, lots of greenery 
and the use of some  
natural timber
- Interior Designer Sian Astley

“

”
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Create the perfect shower for your bathroom with 
the HOST digital mixer

Finishes
Choose from three colours. Sleek Black and Cloud 
Grey both with a satin dial or Crisp White with a 
chrome dial for a touch of sparkle. Select either a 
black or blue display screen background. 

Outlets
The HOST can supply either a single outlet or 
two outlets simultaneously and so offers a great 
alternative to a standard diverter mixer shower. 
Choose from our range of appealing wall or ceiling 
fed shower accessories to complete the look. 

Locations
Wireless so you are free to position the spray proof 
shower controller anywhere in the bathroom  
(within 10 metres of the mixer box). Also, no wires 
make it easy to upgrade any existing digital mixer 
shower. For those who prefer to have a wired option, 
a 10m cable is supplied to run behind your new 
chosen tiles.

Systems
There is a HOST digital mixer shower for every type 
of hot water system. As we have options for high  
or low pressure, that means the HOST range is 
suitable for combi’s, mains fed, cylinders and  
gravity fed cylinders.

Accessories
Whether the décor is understated or bold, HOST 
can be selected with a choice of Mix & Match fixed 
shower heads, secondary handsets and holders to 
complement any scheme. Alternatively, for simplicity 
opt for an All- in-One pack which brings together 
the most popular combinations.

Shower  
choice
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The HOST digital mixer puts you fully in control of your 
showering experience

Tailored
Configure your shower using the tamperproof set up menu. 
Select either a Black or Blue display screen background, 
choose your outlet icons, default outlet and select a 
maximum shower temperature and time if desired.

Intuitive
Customisable presets store your favourite shower settings. 
Simply press one of three presets to go straight to your 
preferred shower.

• ‘Just shower’ provides regular shower settings

• ‘Relax’ offers a gentle spray (e.g. for rinsing)

• ‘Energise’ offers a powerful spray (e.g. post workout).

Satisfying
Superior flow rates and precise temperature control. Simply 
fine tune your shower using 16 temperature and 10 flow 
levels and over-save your preset when you find the sweet 
spot. Customising your shower has never been easier with 
Triton’s HOST.

Reassuring
The full text, full colour, easy to read display confirms the 
selected preset at start up and shows temperature and flow 
settings. Perfect for bleary eyes first thing.

Tranquil
The HOST digital mixer is silent running, even the pumped 
low pressure version that uses new quiet motor technology. 
So whether you’re a sun-up survivor or early morning 
escapist, you are free to shower any time of the day or night.

Effortless
Optional portable wireless remote start/stop with warm up 
function so you can turn on the shower while you grab a bit 
longer in bed. The warm up is completed in minutes and 
automatically stops should you return to the land of nod.

Shower  
comfort
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This pink hue theme  
features beautiful pink 

wallpaper with black swan 
pattern, the black accents 

enhancing a really feminine 
colour like pink, peach  

or watermelon 
- Interior Designer Sian Astley

To achieve this look you’ll need:
• HOST White digital shower controller

• HOST single outlet mixer box  
(eg in roof space or cupboard)

• HOST remote start stop

• Traditional Rose shower head 300mm

• Circular ceiling arm 200mm

To shop the complete look including decor  
and accessories, visit tritonshowers.co.uk/digital

“

”
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Want to fit a  
digital shower? 
Triton’s new HOST makes this easy whatever the hot water system.

Mains Combi Gravity Fed CylinderMains Unvented Cylinder

Mixer unit without pump  
for mains high pressure

Mixer unit with pump  
for gravity low pressure

Mixer unit with single outlet  
for single showerhead

Mixer unit with multiple outlets 
for two showerheads

Step 1: Know your hot water system

Or
Both

Step 2: Decide how many outlets you would like

Just follow these simple steps

See the video on our website: tritonshowers.co.uk/digital
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Step 3: Agree on where to put the mixer box

Cupboard
Roof space

Under bath

Ceiling & Wall FedCeiling Fed Only Wall Fed Only

For mixer unit with multiple outlets only

Choose the location of your mixer and the type of fed.

*This diagram does not show how a digital mixer would be piped

Step 4: Choose the accessories to match your outlet selected 

See the video on our website: tritonshowers.co.uk/digital
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MIX &
MATCH

Combination Pack 1 Combination Pack 3 
 

Combination Pack 2 

1

Choose from 3 colour finishes of digital shower and between a single or multi outlet.

Combination Pack 4 

1

Combination Pack 5 

HOST Remote Start/Stop

HOST remote Start Stop 
with optional Warm Up

HOSDMRSS

HOST Digital Mixer Single Outlet  
Mixer with Control 

HOSDMS

HOST Digital Mixer Multi Outlet  
Mixer with Control

HOSDMM

HOST Digital Mixer Single Outlet Pumped  
Mixer with Control

HOSDMSP

HOST Digital Mixer Multi Outlet Pumped  
Mixer with Control

HOSDMMP

MIX &
MATCH

If you prefer you can  
pick individual items
see tritonshowers.co.uk

Mixer & Controller

Individual Accessories

Multi Outlet Accessory Packs

Tailor your own

HOST Digital Mixer Single Outlet  
Mixer with Control 
HOSDMSWHT

HOST Digital Mixer Multi Outlet  
Mixer with Control
HOSDMMWHT

HOST Digital Mixer Single Outlet Pumped  
Mixer with Control
HOSDMSPWHT

HOST Digital Mixer Multi Outlet  
Pumped Mixer with Control

HOSDMMPWHT

HOST Digital Mixer Single Outlet  
Mixer with Control 

HOSDMSGRY

HOST Digital Mixer Multi Outlet  
Mixer with Control
HOSDMMGRY

HOST Digital Mixer Single Outlet Pumped  
Mixer with Control
HOSDMSPGRY

HOST Digital Mixer Multi Outlet Pumped  
Mixer with Control
HOSDMMPGRY

Choose between these popular combination packs to go with your digital mixer shower.

TSPKDIVHHCIR TSPKDIVRRCIR TSPKDIVHHSQ

TSPKDIVRRSQ TSPKDIVCRRCIR

Multi Outlet

Single Outlet

WHAT TO BUY....
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ALL
IN 1

Single Outlet All In One Packs

Multi Outlet All In One Packs

Popular bundles

Wall pack with riser rail - Circular
HOSDMWRRCIRS

Pumped
HOSDMWRRCIRSP

Ceiling or Wall pack with alternative riser rails included
HOSDMCRRCIRS

Pumped
HOSDMCRRCIRSP

HOSDMCHHCIRM

Pumped
HOSDMCHHCIRMP

HOSDMCHHSQM

Pumped
HOSDMCHHSQMP

WHAT TO BUY....

OR

Wall Fed Ceiling Fed

Ceiling

See tritonshowers.co.uk/digital
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SHOWER ACCESSORIES....

HOST mix and match 

Step 1 Step 2

Pick a fixed shower head:

Circular 200mm
Ref: TSHFISABCH

Square 200mm 
Ref: TSHFKELSCH

Circular Thin  
Ref: TSHFCIR200CH (200mm) 

            TSHFCIR250CH (250mm) 
            TSHFCIR300CH (300mm)

Square Edge Thin  
Ref: TSHFSQ200CH (200mm) 

            TSHFSQ250CH (250mm) 
            TSHFSQ300CH (300mm)

Traditional 200mm Rose 
Ref: TSHFTRAD200CH

Simply follow the steps to configure your perfect shower with a variety of styles to suit your bathroom.

If you want a single outlet use steps 1-3 or 1,4 & 5.
If you want a multi outlet then use steps 1-5.  

Pick a HOST controller style:

HOST Black Digital Shower

HOST Cloud Grey Digital Shower

HOST White Digital Shower

See pages 14-15 for HOST codes
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Simply follow the steps to configure your perfect shower with a variety of styles to suit your bathroom.

If you want a single outlet use steps 1-3 or 1,4 & 5.
If you want a multi outlet then use steps 1-5.  

Square Edge
Ref: TSKCALLCH

Circular
Ref:TSKADAM2CH

Slender 
Ref: TSKKIANCH

Circular  
Wall Holder

Ref: TSHHCIRCHR

Choose a hose outlet if integrated  
option (above) is not selected:

Circular Integrated
Ref: TSHHWOCIRCHR

Circular  
Hose Outlet

Ref: TSWOCIRCHR

Square Edge 
Integrated

Ref: TSHHWOSQCHR

Square Edge  
Hose Outlet

Ref: TSWOSQCHR

Square Edge  
Wall Holder

Ref: TSHHSQCHR

Finally, add a hose:
1.25m  Ref: TSHG1203 
1.5m Ref: REHOSE150C 
1.75m Ref: TSHER103 
2m Ref: TSHG1266

Step 3 Step 4 Step 5

Choose a handheld  
shower head:

1 Position Circular  
Microphone 
Ref: TSHMAMBICH

1 Position Circular 
Ref: TSHUMIACHR

5 Position Circular 
Ref: TSHM8RCCHR

1 Position Square Edge 
Microphone 
Ref: TSHMELLICH

1 Position Square Edge 
Ref: TSHMKATICH

1 Position Classic 
Ref: TSHMTRAD1CH

Pick a ceiling or wall arm:

200mm Circular Ceiling Arm 
Ref: TSARMCIR200V

400mm Circular Wall Arm 
Ref: TSARMCIR400H

200mm Square Edge Ceiling Arm 
Ref: TSARMSQ200V

400mm Square Edge Wall Arm 
Ref: TSARMSQ400H

Ceiling Fed Riser  
Kit Circular 

Ref: TSKFCRRCIR 

Choose a riser rail or 
wall holder:
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Motorised shuttle valve  
for blending hot and cold

Ideal for combi boilers as the  
performance is optimised by 
fitting a flow restrictor in the  
hot inlet of the mixer unit  
(7 l/min <24kW or 9 l/min <30kW)

Wireless receiver/transmitter module. 
Communicates with main controller  
and optional remote

HOST’S mixer  
unit explained

Motorised flow  
control valve

Connection socket for  
optional 10m data  
cable (supplied)

Silent running motor and pump 
version for gravity fed cylinders.
(not fitted on version for mains  
fed combis and cylinders)
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For brand new bathrooms, a flow 
restrictor can be fitted in the outlet(s) 
to achieve the required water 
efficiency for Building Regulations  
Part G and the Home Quality Mark. 

9 l/min restriction is popular offering  
a good balance of water power  
and efficiency

The mixer unit is fastened to 
a flat surface using the four 
external fixing lugs

Simply push pipe into the 
supplied push-fit connectors 

Simply connect to a fused spur 
using the supplied 1m flying lead

Push-fit connectors with 
integral isolation valves
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To achieve this look you’ll need:
• HOST Black digital shower controller

• HOST multi outlet mixer box  
(eg in roof space or cupboard)

• Circular shower head 200mm

• Circular ceiling arm 200mm

• Circular 5 position hand set 

• Slender riser rail

• 1.5m Chrome hose

• Circular wall outlet
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• Digital mixer showers for every type of system including combi’s

• Choice of single or dual outlet models  

• Silent running using a quiet motorised shuttle valve for temperature control

• Even the LP pumped version is silent running, using new digital brushless quiet motor technology 

• All water connections include push-fit fittings with isolation valves 

• Flying lead supplied fitted

• Sleek and compact design 

HOST Mixer Box:

HOST Remote Start/Stop (optional)
• Portable wireless shower control - locate on a bedside table or on the supplied magnetic wall mount

• With additional warm up mode to bring the shower up to temperature before switching off so it’s ready to use. 

HOST Digital Shower Controller:
• Wireless or wired shower controller so you are free to position on the wall of your choice

• Splash proof IPX4 rated shower controller can be located anywhere 

• Full text, full colour TFT digital display showing temperature & flow settings 

• Three customisable presets to go straight to the preferred shower setting

• Alternatively simply over-save settings using 16 temperature and 10 flow increments 

• The shower controls are powered by 3x AA batteries (lithium recommended) 

• Alternatively, route a 10m low voltage cable (supplied)
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Technical information

HOST Digital Mixer (HP) HOST Digital Mixer Pumped (LP)

Connections 
(mixer)

Water
Push fit with isolation valves
15mm female push fit

Push fit with isolation valves
15mm female push fit

Electric
Flying lead (1m supplied fitted) 
Fused spur 3 Amp

Flying lead (1m supplied fitted)
Fused spur 3 Amp

Connections  
(controller)

Wireless
968 MHz 
3x AA batteries (lithium recommended)

968 MHz 
3x AA batteries (lithium recommended)

or Wired
12V 3 core data cable 
4.2mm dia cable (10m supplied)

12V 3 core data cable 
4.2mm dia cable (10m supplied)

Power supply Max
240V ac (50Hz) 
56W

2240V ac (50Hz)
123W

Running pressure
Max
Min

5 bar
1 bar

1 bar
0.01 bar (100mm)
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Notes
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Notes



Triton Showers
Triton Road 
Nuneaton

Warwickshire
CV11 4NR

Installer Hotline:  
+44 (0) 2476 378 320

Customer Services:  
+44 (0) 2476 372 222

Email:  
technical@tritonshowers.co.uk
enquire@tritonshowers.co.uk

Website:  
tritonshowers.co.uk

Brochure enquiries:  
+44 (0) 24 7632 4460

Triton Showers is a division of  
Norcros Group (Holdings) Limited.

Triton Showers, Triton Road, Nuneaton,  
Warwickshire CV11 4NR

It is our policy to improve the design and specification of our products and we reserve  
the right to depart from the design given without prior notice. All information in this brochure may be subject to change after the date of printing. E&OE

#firstthing
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